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VP’s Message
Greetings to one and all!
I am privileged to be part of the CHIJ OLQP family who firmly believe in the holistic development
of our pupils. We nurture a community of engaged learners who excel not only academically but
also physically, socially, emotionally and mentally with strong character and leadership qualities.
It has been a successful year for us at CHIJ Our Lady Queen of Peace. Our pupils did extremely
well in the areas of sports, performing arts, literacy, environmental science and our pupils won
innovative awards for inventive thinking in project work.
Our Junior and Senior Netball teams achieved 2nd Runner up (Junior Division) and Champions (Senior Division) respectively
in the West Zone Inter-primary Schools Netball Championship. At the National Inter-primary Schools Netball Championship, our
Senior Netball Team put their wit and skills against the other Top 15 schools in Singapore and stomped into the Quarter Finals,
emerging as Top 6.
Our Junior Softball team emerged as 1st Runner-up at the National Inter-primary School Softball Championship and the Table
Tennis Junior Team managed a 4th placing at zonal level competition.
Perseverance and commitment by our sports teams brought glory to our school. The commitment of our teachers and coaches
inspired our players, who did themselves proud in the games. We are thankful to the teachers-in-charge of these CCAs for
their untiring efforts and dedication in guiding our pupils through the competitions. We would also like to express our sincere
gratitude to all parents who provided great support and assistance throughout the preparation as well as during competitions and
performances.
Our MTL pupils also did well in literary and story-telling competitions. We are proud of our pupils for displaying the virtues of
determination, commitment, excellence and honour.
The strengthening of partnership between school, parents and community is another important focus that the school worked on
to enhance the learning environment in CHIJ Our Lady Queen of Peace. With School Family Education (SFE) coming on board,
a number of parenting workshops have been organized in English and Mandarin. Thank you for the support from parents
and staff in charge of SFE.
I am indeed very heartened to see many parents coming forward to render their selfless service and support to
the school in organizing the various programmes for our pupils. PSG Council 2013-2015 members have been
actively working together with the school in running the OLQP Charity Walkathon, Rhythms@OLQP, Teachers’
Day celebration, Bringing Character and Citizenship to Life Symposium, organizing Career Talks for our P6
pupils and encouraging parents of 2015-P1 pupils to join the PSG during P1 Orientation.
This year, we continue to provide learning opportunities for our pupils to develop holistically through both formal
and informal curriculum. While continuing to place emphasis on the instructional programmes, we provided more
opportunities to nurture essential skills, values and attitudes in our pupils through the introduction of the Virtues
Project. Teachers facilitated learning in engaging pupils in more experiential and reflective processes in their
learning within and outside the classrooms. Teachers also provided more qualitative feedback to pupils on their
progress. This allowed our pupils to be more aware of their holistic development.
We appreciate the concerted efforts of our staff, the unwavering enthusiasm of our pupils and the blessings and
guidance by the Lord for taking us through another successful year.
To all our pupils, parents, staff and their families, Principal and I wish you a meaningful holiday, a Blessed
Christmas and a 2015 filled with happiness and joyful spirits that keep glowing in our hearts forever.
Mdm Vasundhara Reddy
Vice Principal
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P4 buddies brought KTEPS pupils
to the Computer Lab for an ICT
lesson on the use of “Moo-O”.
KTEPS pupils were taught how
to record a Chinese story and an
English story during the lesson.

Our Principal, Mrs Tan, welcomed
the school VP and pupils from
KTEPS upon their arrival.

Play time during recess, let’s
dance to the music!
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KTEPS pupils went to the
hall to view our pupils’
creative invention too.

Suzhou
Kuatang
Experimental
Primary School
(KTEPS)

P4 buddies and teacher-in-charge
Ms Chong LY enjoying recess time
with KTEPS pupils.

SPBS pupils were divided into
small groups and they were
engaged in classroom learning
and experiences in the company
of their P4 buddies.

Visit to CHIJ OLQP from
Thursday, 17 July to Friday,
18 January 2014
The school has been twinning with
KTEPS since 2011. Their VicePrincipal and pupils visited us
this year in July. Here are some
highlights of their 2-day visit at
CHIJ OLQP:

The school
extended a
welcome to
warm
KTEPS VP
and pupils
in the morni
ng after the
fla
g raising
ceremony.

Performance by KTEPS
for their P4 buddies.

pupils

Farewell for now, till we meet again
in November when our P5 pupils
travel to Suzhou for their overseas
learning journey.
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The Choir delighting the audience
with their beautiful voices. There
were two ballerinas too!

Rhythms
@ Sunset

s
Little “Annie” seeking donation
at the Buskers’ Concert

Talented pupils from Primary 5
Peace preparing to perform their
Virtues Song.

On 23rd of May, everyone enjoyed themselves as
they celebrated an event known as “Rhythms@ Sunset”.
Before the main concert, there were fringe activities such
as short performances, photo-taking and an art exhibition.
During the main concert, pupils were given the opportunity to
showcase their talents via a series of interesting performances.
There were pupils who played the recorder and ukulele, sang
and danced to songs and even used plastic cups to create music.
Pupils enjoyed the experience of creating their own songs about
Virtues during Music lessons and this event served as a platform
for them to showcase their musical creations and talents. Various
representatives from every level performed their Virtue songs
and shared their knowledge of virtues via Music. Parents and
invited guests were able to relax in the school field and
enjoy a picnic while admiring the sunset and watching
the performances of our talented IJ pupils. The
school would like to extend our thanks to
all parents, staff and pupils for their
support and participation in
the event.

Talented singers performing at
the Buskers’ Concert as part of
the fringe activities

Primary 5 Love performing their
virtue song on stage, sharing their
lovely voices with the crowd.

Photo-taking at the Photography
Booth. Can you recognize some
famous characters?

The huge turnout at Rhythms@
Sunset! What a huge success!
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Learning Journeys

Each year, all of our pupils embark on learning journeys to exciting indoor and outdoor venues. The
experiential learning activities draw on their innate inquisitive nature. The Learning Journeys not only extend
their knowledge beyond the classroom, they complement the nurturing of competencies of the 21st century.
Pupils acquire the knowledge and values to become a good citizen of our country and demonstrate social
etiquette and good manners as smart ambassadors of the school.
Primary 1 – The Enormous Watermelon
@ The Science Centre
In July, Primary 1 pupils headed for the
Singapore Science Centre to attend a
workshop on integrating English and
Science concepts which was facilitated by
an on-site trainer. The pupils participated
actively and were eager to share their
knowledge about plants and flowers. As
a tangible takeaway from the special
laboratory lesson, they created their own
plant craft using art paper and colour
pencils.

1 Peace show off their plan
t craft
during the “Plant Craft” work
shop
conducted by the affable train
er from
The Science Centre

1 Love pupils observe with keen
interest specimens of seedlings at
different stages of their growth

Primary 5 – The National Education Show at The Float@ Marina Bay
On 12 July, our Primary 5 girls travelled to The Floating@ Marina Bay
where they attended the annual National Education Show. The National
Education show is a preview of the National Day Parade and they had
been invited to imbibe the significance of Singapore’s Independence Day
and the sense of patriotism as citizens of Singapore.

Primary 5 Peace pupils are
all smiles after receiving their
National Day Fun Packs and
pizza lunches

nce dining
We relish the experie
nds!
frie
our
with
rs
doo
out

Before the Primary 5 girls set off from school, the National Day Fun Packs
with freebies galore and delicious lunch boxes were distributed. En route,
they could hardly contain their exhilaration as they would be spending an
evening at the spectacular show specially put up by troops of contingents
and performers. Whilst awaiting the start of the NE Show, they enjoyed
the catered lunch of pizza with their friends at The Float.

The girls’ emotions were stoked as they viewed the precision of the marching contingents, the showmanship of the jets’
flypast, the impressive display of Singapore’s defence technology and the jubilant performances put up by the different
groups of performers. The NE Show ended with a breathtaking display of fireworks that illuminated the night sky with
a kaleidoscope of colours. The girls oohed and aahed as they took selfies and innumerable photos of the memorable
night.

A gutsy Primary 6 pupil wen
t up
close and personal with the
reptilian
snake to feel its texture und
er the
supervision of the zookeep
er

Our Primary 6 girls explain difficult
terms about the exotic Mississippi
Paddlefish to Primary 1 pupils

Primary 6 girls get to touch the
remodeling of a polar bear’s skull and
paw, and even smell panda’s poo, which
was surprisingly non-putrid due to its
bamboo-rich diet

Primary 6 – Wildlife Buddies Programme @ The River Safari
In February, Primary 6 girls accompanied the Primary 1 cohort on the latter’s maiden learning journey to The River
Safari. They embarked on a specially-planned programme to learn some Science concepts. Together, they toured the
facility and gleaned more knowledge about wildlife. The girls were especially ecstatic to visit the pandas, Kai Kai and Jia
Jia, at their air-conditioned enclosure.
They learned about the pressing need to care for the environment and conserve wildlife habitats. The Primary 6 girls
showed the virtues of diligence and patience as they chaperoned and guided their assigned buddies with utmost care.
After the Primary 1 buddies left at noon and returned to school, the Primary 6 pupils embarked on their second leg of
the learning journey. They attended a special workshop on the Science topic of Adaptations. It was truly an enriching
experience for both groups of pupils!
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EL
Performance
Performers from P3 Joy reciting and
acting out a poem entitled “All my
great excuses”.

on the
A combined song item
2 Charity.
weather by P2 Joy and

The sweet voices of performers
from P3 Hope entice the
audience to sing along.

During the assembly period on 14th July, the school
was enthralled by the hidden talents of several pupils
from Primary 2, 3 and 4. Pupils from Primary 2 Joy, 2
Charity, 2 Hope, 3 Joy, 3 Hope, 4 Faith, 4 Joy and 4 Hope
put up interesting items to entertain the audience with their
singing, dancing and acting talents. The items put up not
only entertained the audience but also gave a sneak peek
into their English lessons. The Primary Twos’ item allowed
them to showcase the big book “What will the Weather be
like today?”, which they have read during their English
lessons. The Primary Threes’ and Fours’ items
exhibit the confidence of the girls in conveying
their oral skills and expression through
the poetry recital, singing, readers’
theatre and short skit.

Performers from
P4 Hope put up
their
expressive skills
through the rea
der’s
theatre perform
ance – “Which Sh
oes
do I Choose?”

Sweet and gentle
the
emcees introducing
e
assembly programm
for the day.

The enthusiastic performers from P2
Hope captured the audience attention
with their colourful appearance.

The performers from P4 Joy
shared with the audience on
English words

WSA-EC (Whole School Approach
in Effective Communication)
WSA-EC had a joyful and purposeful experience partnering with both the NE and
CLIMB committees in organizing the Racial Harmony Day and National Day events
this Semester. The WSA-EC carnival booths were set up at the usual spot (school
canteen) to raise awareness on the importance of Effective Communication in
English. It was heartening to see pupils participating enthusiastically in the ‘How
Good is Your English’ game, even though there were several challenging questions
that required perseverance in order to complete the game.
We also spotted several artistic pupils who demonstrated their creativity and
knowledge of virtues needed to promote racial harmony in Singapore through
writing and doodling.
We thank all pupils and teachers for their continuous support and our heartfelt
gratitude goes to the dedicated team of WSA-EC Champions for their service and
helpfulness towards the pupils who visited our booths. Perhaps Ms Wise might join
all of you in action in the next WSA-EC carnival!
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Tap on the iPad to play
the ‘How Good is Your
English’ game.
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Learning to read receipts and
write a cheque

Pupils learnt the virtues of
generosity and responsibility
through a money game made by
the teachers

Yes, we did it as a team!

A ‘seamstress’ using a measuring
tape to take body measurement
of the customer

Mathematics Learning Centre Activities
This year, the math department has planned a myriad of interesting activities for the pupils to apply their Mathematics
concepts in an authentic learning environment through Learning Centres.
To awaken the pupils’ qualities in their character, the activities are crafted to provide opportunities for the pupils to discuss,
act out and practise the virtues they have learnt and put them in context to make their learning more meaningful and
engaging.

P1 Programmes
The Primary One pupils have had an
enriching first year of school as they
engaged in various hands-on activities
such as creating a sandwich in the
Cooking Palace, having a picnic, honing
their performance skills and teamwork
through PAL lessons and learning more
about Mathematics during the Math
Exploration Day. Pupils have also been on
learning journeys to the River Safari and
the Science Centre. During the school
event, Rhythms@Sunset, the pupils were
also given the opportunity to showcase
their talents on stage.

1 Faith and 1 Charity’s combined
performance about saving the environment

Primary One pupils singing
about virtues

Pupils from Primary 1 Love
performing the ukulele

Percussion performance
by pupils from 1 Peace
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Teamwork in action
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about the green practic
es in their office
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Hazel and Dilys share about the enzyme
cleaners that the Environmental Club
members made

Sharing with our
Corporate Partner
The pupils arriving at
Mapletree Business City

In the afternoon of 8th July 2014, a group of CHIJ OLQP Environmental Science Club
pupils were invited to visit the office of our corporate partner, RICOH Singapore, as part of
the CASP (Corporate and School Partnership) programme. They were first taken on a tour
around the General Office of RICOH Singapore at Mapletree Business City to learn about
some of the green practices in the company.
After a rich session of learning, the pupils proceeded to present one of their projects to the
staff of RICOH. It was a bio-friendly cleaning detergent made from unwanted parts of fruit
such as orange peel. Two of our pupils, Hazel Wan from 5 Peace and Dilys Wong from 3
Love, conducted the sharing and they were well-received by the staff there.

At the boardroom in RICOH
Singapore

Magic in the box

Science Buskers Festival 2014
Kudos to the Science Buskers for their outstanding performance at the recent Science
Busker’s Festival organised by the Agency for Science, Technology and Research
(A*STAR) and Science Centre, Singapore! The Science Buskers Festival is an annual
event that encompasses the idea of developing the individual’s communication skills
through the use of science in a creative manner.
12 teams represented our school in the audition round and 2 teams qualified for the final
round. They advanced to the next round which involved busking on the 2 and 3 August
at NEX Mall, Serangoon. During those two days, the teams actively communicated their
experiments to the public and they exuded the virtues of determination and enthusiasm.

Subathra Bai Varatha Rajan
Pradhan Anushka Viraj

Science Explorers

After two days of intense busking, the teams
faced the panel of judges and were given only
four minutes to present their experiments and
articulate the science concepts. The girls tried
their best and gained invaluable experiences
from this event.

Neo Zhenyi, Dilys Melodie Yip
& Tan Shu Yi

Science Explorers and Magic In
The Box actively busking in public

Sony Creative Toy Award
The Sony Creative Science Award (SCSA) is an annual competition jointly organised by the Science
Centre Singapore and Sony Electronics Asia Pacific Pte Ltd, with the support of the Ministry of
Education and the Agency For Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR).
The main objective of this competition is to promote creativity among primary students. The competition
also provides an opportunity for them to learn about science beyond the classrooms in a fun and
enjoyable way.
We would like to congratulate Joanna Chong from P3 Peace who clinched the Merit Award for her
creative toy.
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Chinese Cultural Club Achievements 2014

9th National Primary School
Cross-Talk Competition

National Primary School
Chinese Story-Telling
Competition

3rd

National Inter-School Group
Creative Story-Telling
Competition 2014

Merit
Award

3rd

Prize

Prize

8th YMCA
Mandarin Speaking Awards
Silver
Honour
Roll

Bronze
Honour
Roll

Chinese Cultural Club provides members with the opportunities to speak
good Mandarin and boost their interest in the learning of Chinese culture.
Our members not only put up school and public performances but also
participated in national competitions. Through these activities, members
have sharpened their speaking skills and have built up their confidence in
Mandarin. They have also learnt a lot about teamwork.

圣婴女校和平之后
母语双周2014
马年来到！我校于2014年1月30日（星期四）举办
了一年一度的农历新年庆祝会。庆祝会的节目非常
精彩，表演者个个才华洋溢，大家都沉浸在喜气洋
洋的气氛当中。

班级比赛

汤圆制作

书展：
琳琅满目的故事书

戏曲工作坊

华文创作比赛获奖消息
在刚刚举行的第二十届(2014)全国小学现场华文创作比赛
中，我校的梁慧林 （6H）获得甲组佳作奖；郭颖曦（4H）获得
丙组冠军；具珉序（4H）获得己组优异奖。

郭颖曦

具珉序

梁慧林

guage
Malay Lan
Department

Sila jamu selera!

Rap Hari Raya

Pada 1 Ogos 2014, Jabatan Bahasa Melayu telah mengadakan ‘Rumah Terbuka’
sempena sambutan Hari Raya Aidilfitri.
Pada hari tersebut, ‘para tetamu’ yang datang telah dihidangkan dengan pelbagai
kuih-muih dan dihiburkan dengan persembahan yang berupa nyanyian, tarian dan
deklamasi sajak.

Ewa, ewa, pandainya menari!

IP Departments

IP Departments

Sambutan
Hari Raya
Aidilfitri 2014
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Primary 2: Self-Directed Learning (SDL) &
Collaborative Learning (CoL)
Our Primary 2 pupils have amassed the skills of SDL and CoL quite effectively
through various activities across different disciplines. In Term 3, the girls were
introduced to “Oral Companion” – a user-friendly tool available in our e-portal,
http://lms.asknlearn.com. A reading passage and a picture were both uploaded
for the “Reading Aloud” and the “Picture Discussion” components. Pupils were
then given the opportunity to record their input for both components during their
ICT lessons. In addition, checklists were provided for them to carry out selfassessment and peer assessment while keeping in mind the virtues of tact and
cooperation. The English subject teachers played those recordings to the class
and elicited feedback from the pupils about their peers. Pupils were encouraged
by the positive feedback and they also received suggestions on how they could
improve.

I P
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Pupils engaged in self-assessment
as they listen to their recording
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Choir members with their teach
their
and parent volunteers, before
pore
performance in the very first Singa
International Choral Festival.

Te Deum Rehearsal at
CHIJ Toa Payoh.

CHIJ Choir
The Choir had enjoyed a busy year this year as they went for a Choral Exchange at Maha Bodhi, attended a Choral Workshop
specially organized just for them at SOTA, participated in the 2014 SYF Arts Presentation which they had received a
Distinction Award, participated in the combined IJ Schools concert titled “Te Deum” and participated in Singapore’s very first
International Choral Festival in August. The choral workshop and exchange programmes enabled choir members to hone
their singing skills as well as learn from other local choirs. Their participation in the Singapore International Choral Festival
enabled them to watch, learn and compete with choirs from other countries such as Malaysia, Indonesia, China and Hong
Kong. Our choir had scored the highest amongst the local Primary school choirs in the same competition category and was
awarded a Silver Award.

Choir SYF at SOTA whereby the
Choir received a Distiction Award for
their beautiful singing

In the “Warm-up Room” before
the actual SYF Arts Presentation

Interacting and practicing for the
combine schools’ finale with choir
members from other IJ schools

happy
The Choir with their
rt
faces at Victoria Conce
g in
Hall, after participatin
tional
the Singapore Interna
Choral Festival

I-D.R.I.V.E
The Primary 1 and 2 exhibits

Through the whole of Term 2, the Primary 1 to 5 pupils had been busy preparing their
I-D.R.I.V.E (I Do Real InnoVation Everywhere) projects to showcase their innovation
skills.
The theme for the I-D.R.I.V.E this year was ‘Go Green’ and pupils from the different
levels engaged in creating projects centering different aspects of the green theme. The
activities include learning how to sort waste for the Primary 1 and 2, using recycled
materials to make paper and other sculptures for the Primary 3 and 4, and innovating to
save or purify water for the Primary 5.

The Primary 5 pupils taking pride
in showcasing their projects.

Updates

Updates

The I-D.R.I.V.E exhibition took place on 17th July 2014, featuring all the P5 pupils’
projects. Some of the lower primary projects were also selected for display in the hall.

Updates
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P4 IJ
Amazing Race

Racing against time to solve
the math questions!

Emotional Intelligence Station – CoDependence Maze; one being blind
and the other a mute, both have to
work hand in hand to walk the maze
towards the finishing line

Heat experiment with
Mdm Surizah

The most enjoyable session for
the girls! It’s baking and decorating
cupcakes time!

The IJ Amazing Race was conducted during the
June holidays, 3 June 2014. It was organized
for a small group of P4 students who are
under the guidance of the Allied Educators of
the school for the various EMS subjects. This
objective of the programme was to provide a
variety of ways for low achievers’ students to
review on their weak topics of their respective
EMS subjects through creative, interactive and
interesting activities.
This programme has helped the students to
develop a firm understanding of the various
topics they are generally weak in through
kinaesthetic learning style and teamwork. It
has also helped to cultivate critical thinking
skills and foster self-esteem and confidence in
the students. There were various EMS stations
and Emotional Intelligence station set-up by the
school counsellor for the students to attempt
questions and earn ingredients for their baking
at the end of the race.

Prefects’ Investiture 2014
This year, the Prefects’ Investiture began with a skit from the English Language Drama Club entitled “Mulan” which depicted the virtues of courage, loyalty and filial piety. It was followed by an inspirational story from our Principal, Mrs Tan.
The story depicted how the care of an older sister for her younger brother helped her to overcome her fears. As student
leaders, prefects care for those whom they lead and very often they have to make tough decisions for the right reasons.
The P4 and P5 prefects were sworn in by reciting the Prefects’ Pledge in front of the whole school. It is indeed an honour
to be selected as student leaders to serve the school. Their eyes sparkled with pride as they went onstage to receive
their ties.
This year, Lim Shan (5H), is elected the Head Prefect while Tan Shu Yi (5H) and Ellka Khoh (4H) are the Assistant Head
Prefects for year 2014 to 2015. In her acceptance speech, Lim Shan has in fact spoken for all the prefects who echoed
the same commitment and resolution in their hearts to serve the school with honour.
The most memorable and meaningful segment of the investiture was the candle-lighting ceremony. With all the P4 and
P5 prefects on stage, the P6 Prefects proceeded to light their candles and this is to signify the handing over of the helm
to the new Prefectorial Board. Soon, the whole stage glowed brightly with every prefect’s candle lit up. The flames not
only brightened up the stage, they also set the prefects’ hearts aglow with a greater desire to be good role models for the
school, passing on all good values and virtues to their peers and juniors.
This was also the time when the Principal, Mrs Tan, and Vice-Principal, Madam Reddy, thanked the P6 Prefects for their
service to the school. The event ended with a P2H pupil, Eashaa Pillai, representing the student body in reading a note
of appreciation for what the P6 prefects have done.

2014-2015 Head Prefect, Lim Shan,
led the prefects in reciting the Prefects’
Pledge.

Updates

Updates

Updates

P6 Prefects lighting the candle during
the candle lighting ceremony
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Fusion Dance
On 11th April 2014, our Fusion Dance SYF Performing Group participated in the Singapore Youth Festival Arts Presentation (Chinese Dance Category) and attained an accomplishment award .Our dance item “The Darkness before the Dawn”
represented the most difficult phase before the arrival of success. At the same time, it represented how our students have
persevered despite the tremendous stress they had undergone to achieve the success in different domains.

Dancers displaying the virtues of
enthusiasm, unity and excellence.

United as one!

Waving our ribbons to the
rhythm of the music.

SYF 2014 International Dance Competition
On 17 April 2014, 27 tap dancers took part in the 2014 SYF International Category and were awarded the certificate
of accomplishment. The title of their performance was “The Rhythm of Singapore”. The dance performed by our girls
reflected the cultural diversity of our country, Singapore, where Eurasians, Malays, Chinese and Indians come together
in a “Melting Pot” of East-West movements, forming a unique and rich tapestry in dance.

Outstanding All Rounder
Student (OARS)
Awards 2014
The OARS Award was started in 2001 by the North West Community
Development Council (NWCDC) with the aim of recognizing students
who are not only academically-inclined, but also passionate towards
community service, leadership, aesthetics and friendship.
Vhal Liw
Christine Choo and Genevieve Koh
(extreme left), together with the other
OARS Awardees, at the OARS Award
Ceremony on 5th August 2014

Updates

Updates

Updates

This year, three of our Primary 6 pupils were awarded the OARS Awards
for their exemplary performance in academic studies, CCA and community service. Goh Tze Rwee Megan (6H) was awarded the OARS Award
at School Level while Christine Choo Jia Yin (6H) and Genevieve Koh
Shi Yi (6H) have attained the highest award at CDC Level.
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Wishing Inez and Ea
the “Live
the very best during
Audition” round

Feeling proud of Eashaa and
Inez who performed very well
during the “Live Audition”

SYF Youth Got Talent
A group of pupils were selected to participate in the SYF - Youth Got Talent in
May. They are Eashaa Pillai from Primary 2 Hope, Inez Ang from Primary 5
Hope, Nadhrah Hartono from Primary 2 Charity, Subathra Bai from Primary
5 Love, Patricia Darana from Primary 6 Faith and Ashley New from Primary
6 Hope. Pupils auditioned for the event via videos uploaded on YouTube
and 2 pupils, Eashaa Pillai and Inez Ang, were selected to perform in the
“Live Audition” held at Yishun Secondary on 3rd June.

Taking a photo after the
“Live Audition”

SYF Wearable
ArTtire 2014
Our Art Club pupils participated in the SYF
Wearable ArTtire competition in Term 2 where they
were required to design an attire using recycled
materials. Five of our entries were shortlisted and
the finals was held on 4th July at Gardens By the
Bay.
Our young ladies in their
designed outfits

Our winning entry,
The Peacock Dress

We are proud to announce that one of our
entries entitled,”The Peacock Dress” won the
Best Wearable ArtTire of the Season for Primary
Schools. Well Done Girls!

A group of girls from
2 Hope who were at
the finals to support
Eashaa and share
her happiness on her
victory!

YMCA Plain
English Speaking
Awards 2014
This year, Eashaa Pillai of 2 Hope represented the
school at YMCA PESA 2014. She went through
the Preliminary, Semi-Finals and the Finals and
emerged the overall winner in the Lower Primary
Category. She delivered her speech on prejudice in
relation to a personal experience so eloquently that
she won the votes of the judges. Congratulations,
Eashaa!
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Eashaa on stage,
moments after
the results were
announced
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Kelly receiving the
trophy on behalf of the
Telematch Team.

Mayanee receiving the
Trophy on behalf of the
Escape Room Team.

Brownies
On 16 August, 11 of our brownies attended the West Division Day held at
Zhenghua Secondary School. During the event, the Brownies took part in
competitions like Telematch, Escape Room, Sandwich Making and Amazing
Race. These competitions had provided an opportunity for the Brownies to
practice the virtues of cooperation, patience and teamwork. The Brownies
came in first for Escape Room and Telematch and third for Sandwich Making.
The Brownies also had the time to go around to learn how make friendship
bands and bookmarks.
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ACE the Virtues Awards
Presentation
The first ever ACE the Virtues award presentation was conducted at the
beginning of Semester 2. The pupil with the highest number of stickers from
each class received a badge in recognition of their good behaviour which
they have displayed. In addition to this, the classes with the highest number
of stickers for each level were also given a certificate. We hope that this
programme was able to help cultivate the importance of moral values in every
IJ girls and also encourage them to be good role models to one another.

I feel very happy and proud
because this programme
encourages me to practise
virtues at anytime.
– Ethalya (1 Faith)

Character

Character

Through this programme,
I became an even more
responsible and caring
person.
– Fatin Nasyitah (3 Peace)

Character
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Character

Congratulations to all recipients!

This programme has
helped me to be a better
person.
– Tricia Lim (6 Love)
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Character Development (CLIMB)

Character and Citizenship Education Carnival
The three days termly CCE Carnival was organized by the Character Development Department during
the week of Racial Harmony Day. Collaborated by the WSA team and the Music Department, this
carnival enabled pupils to participate in the various station games such as the Hop-scotch, Zero point
and Chapteh. On top of these traditional stations, the WSA team has come up with interesting activities
for pupils to pen down a message with regards to Racial Harmony Day. Kaithlyn Teo from 4 Hope
shared that, “We should demonstrate the virtue of love regardless of race, language or religion in order
to be a harmonious society.” The pupils enjoyed the traditional stations and demonstrated the virtue of
enthusiasm, courage and joyfulness. This meaningful carnival has given pupils the exposure to learn a
variety of virtues through games.
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The CCE mentors brought in
the virtue of joyfulness at the
Chapteh station.

The Hop-scotch station taught
us the virtue of determination to
complete the game

The pupils participated in the
Zero Point station and showed
the virtues of enthusiasm and
determination.

Cyber Wellness Week
@ CHIJ OLQP
Cyber Wellness Week 2014 was commenced on the 1st week of term 3, from 30
June to 4 July. Pupils attended a one-hour lesson in school conducted by experienced
trainers from Kingmaker Consultancy Pte Ltd. Topics relating to Cyber Wellness
issues were taught and discussed. These messages were further reinforced with the
2-day Cyber Wellness Carnival that was held during recess. The carnival featured
experiential learning where there were game booths, attractive poster and artefacts,
as well as quizzes and contests.

Pupils participated enthusiastically
at the game booths during the Cyber
Wellness Carnival facilitated by the P4
Cyber Wellness Ambassadors.

20 Primary Four pupils were selected to be Cyber Wellness Ambassadors. They
attended a two-day workshop on Cyber Wellness issues during the June holidays.
Thereafter, the Cyber Wellness Ambassadors facilitated the learning game booths at
the carnival as well as shared some important topics with their peers during assembly
such as addictive nature of computer games and hurtful nature of Cyber Bullying.
The Cyber Wellness week activities have helped to improve pupils’ awareness of
Internet risks and inculcate safe and responsible online behaviour. With all these
interesting and engaging activities, our pupils will surely be more careful and
responsible when they are in the Cyber World!

Pupils were fully engaged in
the Cyber Wellness lessons
conducted by the trainers.

VIA Collaboration Project
with North West CDC
This May to July, the VIA Department collaborated with North
West CDC to donate household items to needy families in
the North West district. These donations were thoughtfully
presented in the form of goodie bags. Pupils were encouraged
to complete simple household chores or render help in their
households to barter for the items they wanted to donate.
Pupils and staff displayed the virtues of compassion,
generosity, enthusiasm and diligence as the response was
overwhelming. They also showed commendable teamwork as
they worked in harmony to pack the items and wrote heartfelt
messages to the recipients. In total, more than 200 goodie
bags were donated.
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International Friendship Day on 11 April 2014
Commemorated by all schools on the third working Friday of Term 2, International Friendship Day (IFD) is
a reminder to foster appreciation and mutual respect towards the international community. As strong bonds
of friendship and a common identity are built, our friends from various countries will feel that they have
integrated with our cosmopolitan society. Meaningful class discussions on the merits of being open, inclusive
and having the traits of a good friend were carried out during Class Meetings. The theme of “Stories We
Share” encouraged the pupils to consider the commonality we have in spite of our diverse cultures. They
greeted one another in different Asian languages and discussed the delectable Asian dishes which they
enjoy. During Social Studies lessons, pupils engaged in group work to complete an interesting crossword
puzzle on countries in the region. They also discussed the essential virtues to live out in order to build strong
and lasting friendships with our international friends.

Racial Harmony Day on 25 July 2014
The pupils imbibed the country’s success in building a multi-racial society
is worth celebrating; racial and religious unity can be sustained through
demonstrating the virtues of acceptance and kindness. The pupils wore
beautiful traditional dresses to school on 25 July and created many happy
memories bonding with friends of diverse cultural backgrounds.
Their camaraderie culminated in a special assembly programme during
which pupils were handpicked to represent their level to feature their
ethnic dresses in a ‘fashion show’. They did so with selected teachers, to
the audience’s loud applause and wild cheers. Winners received tokens of
appreciation from the school leaders.
To commemorate RHD and National Day, the National Education and Library
committees collaborated to produce a special exhibition entitled ‘Once Upon
Our Childhood’ at the library. Staff of the school donated artefacts of the past
such as a gramophone, handheld Brick Games, telephone cards, pagers,
Walkman and even textbooks from the 1970s. The students’ interest in
these memorabilia was piqued and their questions were answered patiently
by staff.
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Staff of the school donated
household gadgets of the
past

National Day Celebrations on 8 August 2014
Feelings of patriotism ran high as the school commemorated National Day on 8 Aug. Pupils wore the national colours
of red and white in celebration of Singapore’s 49th birthday.
In the lead-up to the special day, the National Education and Library committees collaborated to produce a special
exhibition entitled ‘Once Upon Our Childhood’ at the library. Staff of the school donated artefacts of the past which
include a gramophone, handheld Brick Games, telephone cards, pagers, Walkman, textbooks from the 1970s and
many more. The students were amazed by these memorabilia.
On 8 August, the NE committee organised a day of activities that evoked a greater sense of identity and rootedness
to our homeland in our pupils. Recollections of the Primary 5 pupils’ experience at the National Education show
were compiled into an impressive 10-minute montage that featured the Total Defence of Singapore and stupendous
fireworks display.
The zesty atmosphere was brought to a high note during the concert segment, with enthusiastic pupils teaming up for
a “Sing Your National Day Songs” competition. They displayed their vocal prowess and nifty footwork. The competitors’
renditions of the National Day songs moved the audience to clap and sing along. The jubilant smiles on everyone’s faces
mirrored the feeling of thousands of pupils across the island on the special day which Singapore gained independence.
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Nationals Inter-Primary School
Netball Championships 2014

The Junior and Senior Teams did our school proud by emerging as 2nd Runners-up and Champion respectively
in the West Zone Primary School Netball Championships 2014 to qualify for the Nationals Inter-Primary School
Netball Championships 2014.
During the Nationals, the Junior Team had a tough fight from the start, but they persevered and displayed good
sportsmanship. The players remain enthusiastic about the team’s performance in next
year’s championship.
The Senior Team kept their cool and battled their way into the quarter finals. The players
played with their wits and courage to emerge Top 6 after a round of fierce competition.
The players displayed the virtues of determination and unity throughout the games
despite the accumulated fatigue from the back-to-back games. We thank our young
warriors for their effort. Three cheers to CHIJ OLQP Stompers Team!
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Congratulations to our Junior Softball Girls’ team
for clinching 3rd place in the National Primary
Inter-Schools Softball Junior Girls’ Competition
2014! The girls have played exceptionally
well and performed beyond our expectation especially in the match against Macpherson
Primary School where they secured a Top 4
placing. Besides their achievements, the girls
have also displayed good sportsmanship and a
strong sense of camaraderie. Well done, girls!

The Softball Junior Team receiving their
bronze trophies in the presence of Mrs
Tan during the National Softball Junior
Division Prize Presentation Ceremony
at Raffles Girls’ Primary School on
25th July 2014.

Our pitcher, Elena Tay
( 4 Hope ), pitching against the
North Vista Primary’s batter.
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A ceramic workshop was organised on 23 July, 2014 as a bonding
session for the staff. Our teachers had great fun together creating
the traditional Iban pot and modern coil pot.

Excitement resounded the walkways of the school as children eagerly approached their teachers to pass them their
Teachers’ Day presents. Lively performances were put up to celebrate the teachers and their efforts for the pupils.
It was a fun and love-filled morning of celebrations for the teachers.
Upon bidding the children adieu, the next phase of the celebrations commenced at 2pm at Raffles Town Club where
teachers were treated to a sumptuous lunch. Teachers dressed to the theme of ‘Globe Trekkers’ and came donned
in outfits from all over the world. It was an afternoon of much food, entertainment, laughter and fun for the teachers
and the day wrapped up with everyone having smiles on their faces.

Our teachers helping
themselves to the delicious
food

The Hawaiian group

Sporting Arena Sporting Arena Sporting Arena
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The Japanese group
putting up a group
performance
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